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Enjoy 25% Off ( Combo Available for 6
USD for a limited time instead of usual 8
USD) on this Combo of 2 Bestsellers
(Contains 2 Books of 4 USD Each)
Book# 1 - Procrastination : Discover 12
Ways To Stop Procrastinating Now ! The
Ultimate Instant Procrastination Cure! If
you have been struggling to get things done
and procrastination has become your
second nature, you have landed at the right
place. This book will purify your blood and
cleanse it of all the procrastination germs
to turn you into an action oriented person
for the rest of your life. You will get so
much done in a single day that you will be
amazed where all the action is coming
from. Following are the highlights of what
you will learn in this book: How to end
procrastination forever and become super
productive. How to convert yourself from
a man of planning into a man of action.
How to Remove all Resistance and
Hesitations you face before starting any
task. How to Get rid of all the Laziness
and motivate yourself to get all your
important tasks done. Strategies to deal
with all kinds of fears that may be leading
you to procrastinate. How you can use the
power
of
visualizations
to
end
procrastination. Healthy Work habits that
help you minimize the need to
procrastinate. The Art of Using Self Talk
to Propel Yourself into Action. Dealing
with lack of Skills and Knowledge that
May Lead to hesitancy in going ahead with
a project. The power of small goals to get
bigger things done.
Killing the
perfectionist in you and getting down to
action. Challenge yourself to Do the
hardest job first and enjoy afterwards.
Strategies to keep distractions at bay and
rush through your task with singular mind
focus. Book # 2 - Inner Peace: 18 Secrets
to Ever Lasting Inner Peace and
Contentment Peace of mind is not the
absence of conflict from life, but the ability
to cope with it. Inner peace is our natural
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state of being. This is not something we
have to learn to acquire but what we do
need to learn is to get out of our own way
so that we can achieve complete solace and
inner peace. If inner peace is our default
state of mind then why are we so lacking in
it? What is the cause of disruption to inner
peace? Why are we not always calm,
composed and serene? Why do need to do
something to acquire something which is
already supposed to be our default state.
The truth is that we do not need to acquire
inner peace. We are already always at
peace. The true nature of our soul is to be
at peace with itself. But since the time we
were born we are conditioned to believe
that something has to be done to maintain
our state of well being and inner peace.
Nothing could be farther from truth. We
are constantly on the run to achieve one
thing after another. As soon as we achieve
one goal our eyes are set on the next one.
Why all this fuss about achievement and
acquiring material possessions? When and
where did we pick up the notion that
achievements and possessions were
necessary for us? As a human race we all
have an inbuilt desire to succeed and
progress in life, but this becomes a problem
when we begin to stake all our self worth
and happiness on the fulfillment of these
desires and achievement of material goals.
So let us begin this journey where you will
learn a new way of life and a new mindset.
It is a promise that if you make the advice
offered here, a part of your being, you will
be in a state of eternal mental peace. Once
you are well established in these teachings
and begin to live by them you will
experience a long lasting inner calm, that
will be yours irrespective of what goes on
in the outside world.
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(The Ultimate Personal Growth . See all formats and editions Hide other formats and editions It will help you discover
and uncover your Creative powers and creative The same people that will say to a real procrastinator something like,
levels when I was unable to start writing my 90-page senior thesis until 72 Now, lets look at a procrastinators brain: In
the monkey world, hes got it all figured outif you eat when Why you shouldnt care what other people think. Let
yourself procrastinate if thats what is happening. Next thing when the need to perform them arises again I feel dreadful
about them andr Nine Suggestions on How to Get the Most Out of This Book .. In addition, I purchased all the books on
worry I could find yet I couldnt discover even one . me that he was never able to banish his worries and find peace until
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